
Magic Renova
Drill kit

Magic Renova is Bonastre´s small areas kit for polishing and 
restoring marble, travertine and limestone. Remove etch 
marks, hard water deposits and micro scratches while 
restoring the surface to bring the shine back! 

Restore your countertops, bathrooms, tables, stairs, 
corners or any small or difficult to reach areas. Perfect for 
homes, hotels, institutions and stone care professionals. 
Easy to follow instructions.

Use with a drill or by hand.
Eco-Friendly system, no chemicals needed.
3” Magic Renova coverage: 32 to 43 sq. ft. (3 to 4 m2).
5” Magic Renova coverage: 35 to 45 sq. ft. (3.25 to 4.2 m2).
Always use Magic Renova with clean water. Avoid using the 

Easy process to polish and bring the shine back

Features

abrasives without water!
When using a variable speed drill, always adjust to medium 
speed. For drills without variable speed, feather the tigger to 
keep the speed down on the drill to avoid burning the 
abrasives.
Use clean water with each step.
Repeat the process in areas where needed.
NOT for granite surfaces.

Red Renova: 
Removes surface stains and scratches, including acid 
stains.
Orange Renova: 
Corrective, refines the surface for intense shine.

Specifications

Yellow Renova:
Achieves a matte or satin gloss.
Blue Renova:
Intensifies the surface brightness.
Green Pad:
With this pad you can generate a super glossy finish, it's the 
final step of the process.

Step 1. Resurfacing - Red Renova - This first step will 
remove acid etch marks as well as micro scratches and 
general wear. Add clean water and work the area with at 
least 20 passes making clockwise circular movements until 
the surface becomes a consistently matte finish. Rinse and 
dry the surface, inspect for uniformity.

Step 2. Preparation - Orange Renova - Continue working 
the surface and prepare for fine polish. Use clean water and 
work the area with at least 20 passes, making clockwise 
circular movements. Rinse and dry the surface, inspect for 
uniformity. Make sure there are no scratches left from the 
previous step.

Step 3. Polish - Yellow Renova - On this 3rd step, you 
should be able to see a nice gloss and clear reflection from 
angle. Use clean water and work the area with at least 20 
passes, making clockwise circular movements. Rinse and 
dry the surface, inspect for uniformity. Make sure there are 
no scratches left from the previous step.

Step 4 High Gloss Polish - Blue Renova + Green Pad to 
obtain a “mirror” finish. Use clean water and work the area 
with at least 20 passes, making clockwise circular 
movements. Rinse and dry the surface, repeat step one 
more time with fresh water to complete the process.

3” kit includes:
Drill plate
Velcro holder
Red, orange, yellow and blue abrasives
Green Bonastre Pad
Magic Renova Manual

5” kit includes:
Flexible drill plate *optional
Velcro holder
Red, orange, yellow and blue abrasives
Green Bonastre Pad
Magic Renova Manual

Always test in an inconspicuous area before performing 
work.
Keep out of reach of children.
Use in a well - ventilated area.
Always follow the instructions.

* OFFICIAL DEALER IN USA

BONASTRE SYSTEM USA
8550 N 91st Ave Ste D-37 Peoria, AZ 85345  |  (602) 582 0977

Request a demo |  www.bonastreUSA.com
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MAGIC RENOVA
SIZE RENOVA
SIZE GREEN PAD

SIZE AVAILABLE
3” or 5“
3” or 5“
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Instructions

Precautions
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